Choosing a right career

As I come towards the end of my school life, I realize that I will have to join the adult workforce soon. The question is -- what career do I want to have? What should I do to earn a living?

Some of my classmates have already decided what they want to do in future, but most of us, like me, just have no idea what a right career should be. It is very hard to choose a career because there is no guarantee that the chosen career will turn out right. So this is where I have to be practical. I shall have to examine my strengths and weaknesses and then choose something that I can be good at.

I am just an average student. My grades for science and mathematics are mediocre. I always manage to just pass the monthly tests. Science and mathematics are not my strengths. My grades in the arts subjects are usually better, though still not exceptional. Unfortunately school subjects do not really interest me at all and I am not good at them. The one thing that I am most interested in is music, and that is not a school subject.

As far back as I can remember, I have always loved music. The day my mother signed me up for piano lessons was the happiest day of my life. I really enjoyed the years under the tutelage of Ms Lee, my piano teacher. Recently I passed the Grade 8 examination and I harbor hopes of earning a degree in music but I do not think that my parents can afford it. My father is a teacher and my mother is a housewife. Anyhow they are not very supportive of my intention, saying that one cannot make money from music. Certainly I do not rank myself